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Santa Monica warms up to winter
festivities with Winterlit

Beth Koch with her son Luca Robbins at ICE in Santa Monica

By: Natasha Garyali

“I am from mid west and skating culture is quite prominent, but we don’t have
anything like this,” says Beth Koch standing on the east wing of ICE, Santa Monica’s
very own winter wonderland. “It gives a beachy feel to the rink,” she further adds as
her son 13-year-old Luca Robbins looks over the brightly painted rink barriers, and
huge pink patterns that emerge beneath the rink floor. “I hadn’t expected it will be
like this,” exclaims Koch. Against the backdrop of the blue sky, the flowers painted in
bright shades of green, orange and pink seemed to bring out the spring in the fall.
Having driven past the ice rink several times in the past, it was Koch and Robbins
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first time at ICE, which made its first public opening in 2006.

Austin and Ariel Astrup described ICE as inviting, a feeling they say is amiss among other ice rinks

Austin Astrup and her sister Ariel Astrup who have been skating at ICE since its
inception, view this year’s theme as very ‘inviting’.“You walk in any other ring and
you know you are there to skate. You don’t get the kind of feel you get when you
see this rink. You see it and go wow, so cool,” says the adorable 10-year-old Austin,
excited to be back at the rink this year. His sister, 13-year-old  Ariel who according
to Austin is a bigger fan of skating than him, says, “I really like it. It is vivid and
colorful and makes people want to come in.”
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This year Downtown Santa Monica, Herbal Essences and Portraits of Hope which
merges high-profile public art with creative therapy for hospitalized children joined
forces to unveil this large-scale art exhibition of beauty and color to the community
on November 10, 2010. Kathleen Rawson, CEO of Bayside District Corporation
expressed her delight at the “transformation of the 50,000 square feet area into an
art canvas which brought the arena come to life”.

Unlike other ice rinks, many factors make ICE in Santa Monica unique. How many
ice rinks you know that are five blocks from the beach? Add to this the relatively
warmer rink temperature, just $10 for rentals and skating admission and the close
proximity to city’s second major hot-spot, the third street promenade. It is not
without a reason that ICE has witnessed a constant influx of people in the last four
years, garnering appreciation and adoration of both visitors and locals alike.

ICE also displays the city’s commitment towards promoting eco-friendly measures.
The rink uses LED and compact fluorescent bulbs throughout the rink area, which
costs 20-30% less energy and lasts 8 to 15 times longer than regular incandescent
bulbs. In addition, the rink uses mobile solar power system, making everything but
the rink run on the sun.

A group of musicians perform live entertainment for visitors at the Santa Monica Place

Apart from ICE, this year’s winter celebrations, Winterlit extend to the Santa Monica
Place, another new and popular destination that offers a complete all day long fun
package to its visitors with its live entertainment, amazing retail experience and
mouth watering dining options overlooking the Pacific Ocean.
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